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You can install both components in any order that you want. However, if you install the client driver
and the utility in this order: Oracle Database Client Oracle Thin Client Generally, the process of
creating a linked server is as simple as pointing the ODBC data source to the server with the right
credentials. But, here are a few things you need to know before you can connect to a database over
an Oracle linked server. Creating a linked server requires the installation of two additional tools. One
is a client driver, and the other is a special utility. Both of these tools are for Windows only. Since
Power BI Desktop is a cross-platform application, you must work around this problem if you want to
connect to an Oracle database from within your Power BI Desktop. In previous versions of Toad, the
client driver and the utility came in one package; they are now separate components that need to be
downloaded from the Oracle Web site. The latest versions of the client driver and utility appear in
the following package: For this version, it's called the Oracle thin client package. To install the thin
client, go to the Control Panel, double-click Administrative Tools, and then double-click Services and
Applications. Double-click Oracle Database Client Services, and then double-click Oracle Enterprise
Manager. The Oracle Database Client Services window opens. I proceed with the installation of the
Oracle instantclient and as you see in the previous screenshot, I successfully installed the 11.2.0.2.0
SQL*Plus. However, it was unable to install the 11.2.0.3.0.0 instantclient (just as @Yugo described.)
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accent auckland.6 1 msi installer 32. validi have a toad for oracle commercial on an oracle 11g but

when trying to install the devel patch. i get the error message ocr error 169, and its asking me to run
the install.. root activity activity is a proposed new tool. it is part of the java project that is being

developed. window activity increases the speed of a java application. so it is part of the java
development community. in the near future it can provide a project environment for java developers.

but if u can not work fast, is not good u must have a good tool to help u. for example i use the
eclipse when i work on java project. but i think i can not work fast, and i must install the eclipse and
it is not so easy job. and when i install it so it gets more difficult. so if it comes out activity from the

java community, and is very easy and fast, it is really useful. i think it will work for the project
developers. i have a toad for oracle commercial on an oracle 11g but when trying to install the devel
patch. i get the error message ocr error 169, and its asking me to run the install tool and i had read
some online about the error and then i just change ocr to lib.xml. this just did not solve my problem.

if i am using the ocr and the lib.xml then i should be prompted to uninstall the toad for oracle
commercial and i should get the devel patch but i do not. i think that the problem with the toad for
oracle commercial is that the paths for the oracle client is set correctly i found that with the help of
the online search tools. and if u dont know the path to the oracle client then its not easy to setup. i
hope that the solution will be able to work on the project developer. thanks. he didnt had to do a
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